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kaleem khan's film, produced by k.k.raina | music composed by kailasam shivakumar. story writer - murugkar, film director - kaleem khan. the writer of this film is kailasam shivakumar. the key role of this film is played by kriti kharbanda. kriti kharbanda and kaleem khan film premiered in mumbai. the music direction and
arrangements have been done by kailasam shivakumar. shaadi mein zaroor aana is a 2020 indian hindi-language romantic comedy film, produced by k. k. raina under the banner of shree ashtavinayak pictures and directed by ratnaa sinha. it stars kriti kharbanda, rajkummar rao and alka amin. the film was released on 15 april
2020. kriti kharbanda is an indian film actress who works primarily in bollywood. she has been praised for her work in films like hasee toh phasee, dear zindagi, luv ranjan's befikre, karwaan, mitb, fidaa and the sky is pink. besides, she appears in a few international productions as well. she is known for her performance in films
like the sky is pink, fidaa and dear zindagi. kriti kharbanda received the filmfare award for best supporting actress in 2017 for her role as a gynecologist in hasee toh phasee. she also received the same award for the film i am not an energydrinker and for the sequel fidaa in 2018. she won the zee cine award for best supporting

actress for her performance in the critically acclaimed film udaan in 2018. she also received nominations for the filmfare award for best supporting actress in 2018 and 2019 for her performances in the films the sky is pink and hasee toh phasee respectively.
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